An Introduction to IDG

IDG IS A HUMAN PERFORMANCE
CONSULTANCY SPECIALISING IN
LEADERSHIP AND TEAM
DEVELOPMENT
Everything we do is designed to achieve optimum Human Performance
in your people, teams and organisations. Our work enables your people
to become better leaders and more effective team members: it
enhances capabilities, improves engagement and drives collaboration.
The IDG Way offers bespoke, high-quality solutions informed by deep
insight into your organisation. Our programmes are tailor-made to
deliver measurable, relevant results.

IDG have been designing
and delivering awardwinning bespoke
programmes for over
20 years.
Our consultants are
practiced leaders from
business, the military, sport
and education. We have
offices in the UK, Africa,
Middle East and India and
operate around the world.

THE IDG WAY

Behaviours

Our work is focused on the three main areas of human performance:
Capability – what skills people have
Behaviours – how people behave

Capability

Wellbeing – how people feel

OPTIMUM
HUMAN
PERFORMANCE

Our analysis, programme content and delivery expertise concentrates on
measuring and developing these areas to achieve the greatest ROI.
Innovative experiential delivery methods and inspirational facilitators

Wellbeing

ensure the learning is relevant, absorbing and embedded.
Our end-to-end, client-focused methodology enables us to learn about your current state
and required outcomes so our solutions are effective, measurable and sustainable.
EXPLORATION
Client Scoping

Data Capture

DELIVERY
Evaluation & Triage

Solution Design

Project Delivery

Measurement & Review

SOLUTIONS
Our clients engage us for our skills and experience in the following areas:
Human Performance Consultancy

Early Careers Development

Leadership Development

Youth Development

Team Development

Commercial Awareness

Executive Mentoring

Diagnostics & People Analytics

Professional Qualifications

Virtual Reality

HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
CONSULTANCY
Identify the opportunities for

We evaluate your starting point using a range of
diagnostic assessments that intensively analyse
capability, behaviour and wellbeing. The outputs
enables us to diagnose where improvements can be
made and suggest the most effective solutions.

improvement in human
performance for you and your
organisation. Our comprehensive

We illustrate your position on key issues of:

analysis finds out where you are,

•

wellbeing, behaviour and capability

where you could be and how you

•

your culture, engagement and performance potential.

can get there.
We give you a clear picture of where you are and recommend
actions to move you towards your vision.
Uniquely, our team of complimentary specialists integrate the three
aspects of human performance into a single focused solution.

LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
Achieve goals, overcome

Management is a position.
Leadership is a mindset.

challenges, and grow your

By developing the right behaviours in your people,

business by transforming the

you create inspiring leaders and effective followers

performance of your people and
teams. Wherever you are, whatever

at every level. Our programmes achieve your goals,

industry you are in, our innovative

whether delivered face-to-face, online, using our VR

development programmes elevate
human performance throughout

software, or a blended combination of all three.

your organisation.
Our programmes go beyond the simple skill transfer of ordinary
Watch a film
about one of our
development
programmes

corporate training; we focus on behavioural development and
the increasingly important elements of wellbeing, such as
emotional intelligence, stress and resilience, sleep and nutrition.

TEAM
DEVELOPMENT

Reinvigorate existing teams or introduce new ones.
Bring together an executive team or engage remote
frontline employees.

Inspire, engage and improve any
team at any level or stage of
development. Our personalised

Our bespoke team development solutions focus on group

team interventions improve

dynamics and utilise our blend of experience from business, elite

communication, promote

sport and the military.

collaboration, and boost morale.
Interventions take many different forms from full on, long-term
development programmes, to facilitated one-off meetings at one
of our prestigious partner venues.
We incorporate psychometric tools to develop self-awareness
and deepen understanding of each other’s skills and preferences.
Experiential activities and exercises provide long-term reference
points through memorable shared experience.

EXECUTIVE
MENTORING
Gain a measurable
improvement in performance

Access decades worth of valuable business
experience through our mentor marketplace. Our
experts provide professional, non-biased, nondiscriminatory, non-judgmental advice.

and confidence in decision
making. Get on-demand support
from business leaders with

Senior leaders can gain significant benefit from a politically

exceptional experience in

agnostic ear during challenging times. Whether to support

executive positions.

through a period of transition or change, or provide a new
perspective on a critical challenge, our mentors are chosen for
their accomplished backgrounds and communication skills.
The select few will have decades of experience operating at the
same or higher corporate level than the mentee and in the same or
similar industry, providing the client with guidance and support
that could be the difference between success and failure.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Attract, engage and develop high
quality performers. We offer

Our programmes go beyond helping people achieve a
qualification: they are designed to enhance, sharpen
and transform capabilities and have a powerful ,
immediate impact on performance.

internationally-recognised
qualification programmes

Organisations who invest in management and leadership

certified by the Chartered

development programmes enjoy on average a 23% increase* in

Management Institute (CMI)

organisational performance, and a 32% increase* in people
performance.
We deliver awards, certificates and diplomas at Level 3, 5, 6, 7
and 8, covering first-line managers all the way through to
strategic senior leaders.

Learn about our
Professional
Qualifications
for Leaders

We are a CMI Accredited Centre
* Source: Chartered Management Institute survey 2018

EARLY CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
Have a positive impact on your
graduates, apprentices and

Whether hundreds or a handful of graduates, we
accelerate their development, maximise your return
on investment, and clearly demonstrate your
commitment to excellence and innovative thinking.

interns. IDG gives them an
inspiring and unforgettable

Graduate Bootcamps: Highly experiential, active, intensive and

introduction to your brand and

memorable, our inclusive programmes challenge graduates

prepares them to be the leaders

mentally and physically.

of the future.
Professional Skills Masterclasses: Online or face-to-face
behavioural workshops focused on collaboration, influencing,
resilience and a raft of other key professional skills.
Watch our
film on
Early Career
Development

New Joiner Events: Memorable career launch events including
themed team-building, networking and development workshops –
delivered onsite or at our inspirational partner venues.

YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT
Inspire children and young adults
to be creative, collaborative,

We are a world leader in the youth education sector.
Our purpose is to help young people engage in
experiential learning programmes which enhance
their personal growth as tomorrows’ leaders.

innovative and resilient. We work
with schools, academies,

You can never be too young to benefit from leadership and

charities, and NGOs to enhance

behavioural development. To learn how to work as a team, resolve

development through leadership

conflict, embrace diversity, make decisions, and motivate yourself

and collaboration skills.

and others.
Our programmes have a real impact on the life and career journeys
of our graduates. We support them to achieve success in academia
and business; we have seen the positive effects they have enabled

Watch the action
from one of our
past youth
programmes

within their communities. We work directly with businesses and
governments to fund their local communities and support the
development of the next generation of leaders and innovators.

COMMERCIAL
EXCELLENCE
Organisations perform better
when their people understand

Gamification ensures learning is embedded and
participants gain an informed appreciation of
strategic alignment, commercial viability and the
financial consequences of their decisions.

the financial implications of
their operational actions. We

Participants become board members of a company they must

teach commercial awareness in

guide through several real-life business problems in a

a way that can be understood by

compressed timescale.

all in an intensive, enjoyable,
highly effective workshop.

They wrestle with risks, issues and difficult decisions, all with
financial consequences. Competition among teams drives
engagement, invention and discovery.

A closer look at
our Commercial
Excellence
programmes

Our immersive business simulations can be customised to suit
your business and industry.

DIAGNOSTICS
AND PEOPLE
ANALYTICS
Get to know your business

Compliant, robust and adaptive to your needs, our
systems speak the language of your organisation.
Identify and promote excellence, plug capability gaps,
focus internal investment and build a more
effective strategy.

better. Our secure, effective
data collection and analysis
tools help you align your people
with your strategy.

Review the health and capability of your organisation.
Identify strengths, weakness, opportunities for improvement and
hidden expertise.
Assess the state of morale and the quality of your communication.

Watch our
short film
“Does Data
Matter?”

Fulfill compliance or health & safety requirements.
Make better decisions based on real data.

VIRTUAL
REALITY

Delivering an experience, altering your perception,
developing your skills… all in one day.
Our clients use Virtual Reality to
reconnect with colleagues around the
world through sensorial experiences that
would have previously been prohibitively
expensive or technologically unfeasible.

Connect

a wider programme that also

Our VR deliverables:

incorporates face-to-face and

Grow

• involve multiple games, where
participants get the opportunity to play
different roles at least once

Virtual Reality’s potential as a
platform for the enhancement
of Human Performance is
limitless. As a stand alone,

Ensure teams stay connected to
and invested in your organisation
without travel, expenses or time
away from family

facilitated session, or as part of

online modules, our multiplayer
Virtual Reality experience is
unlike anything else.

• up to 20 participants can take part in
the training in the same virtual space
• facilitated by experts and backed by
science
• offer analysis and evaluation as well
as supported by detailed reporting.

Provide tangible data driven
development for individuals and
teams in a psychologically safe
and feedback rich environment

Experience

Deliver an open and immersive
experience which elevates
emotions, and creates a
memorable experience

MULTI-CHANNEL DELIVERY
Face-to-face

Online

Virtual Reality

In-person human interaction creates

Our live online programmes embed

This innovative technology brings

the strongest relationships. It enables

learning by bringing our engaging,

people together to experience

participants to observe, interact and

experiential content and delivery to

capability and behavioural

learn from and with peers.

remote participants around the world.

development in a limitless learning
environment.

We combine relevant, challenging

IDG’s professional broadcast studios,

and memorable learning sessions

seamless production management

As a standalone facilitated session,

with pragmatic exercises,

and first-class technical support

or as part of a wider programme, our

collaborative activities and social

enables the highest quality of training

multiplayer VR platform creates a

interaction.

to be delivered online.

unique and memorable experience.

We deliver onsite at your offices, at

We design programmes to suit

VR can be delivered as part of a

our inspirational partner venues in

international time-zones, at scale,

face-to-face programme together or

the UK, or at hotels and conference

and across all major web-

the equipment can be sent out to

spaces around the world.

conferencing platforms.

participants for remote access.
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